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Savvy Woolsy topper

This combo offers pressure-relieving softness with stable support 
for the spine. Comfortable for many body types, it’s also a popular 
choice for guest beds and an adaptable configuration for a growing 
child. The top two layers can be reversed for a firmer feel.

Left: Soft layering offers petite people a cradling feel with little 
“resistance.” Right: Those with nerve-related back pain (especially 
disk issues) often need very firm support; Dunlop does this best. 
An alternative with a bit more yield is Medium over Medium  
over Firm.

Many couples love luxurious Soft Talalay. Left: For someone 
who loves climbing “into” bed, this top transitions gently to Soft  
Dunlop. Right: With denser core layers, a larger person or some-
one with frequent muscle-related backache can benefit from both 
types.

Talalay layers can ease shoulder or hip stiffness and help relieve 
other chronic pain. Left: Great for petite-to-average people who 
love “a bed that hugs back” -- but folks over 160 pounds need 
more density. Right: Stable core support topped with just enough 
pressure relief.

For people who sleep hot or those who prefer just a hint of  
“pillowy,” the Savvy Woolsy is a uniquely comforting surface. 
Here, luxurious Medium Talalay is responsive but not too “sinky.” 
Heavy people appreciate how well it transitions their weight to  
the denser Dunlop below.

The separate Harmony topper creates a blissful, embracing feel. 
Soft Talalay makes the plushest Harmony. A Soft Dunlop Harmony 
is comfortably soft, a bit firmer than the Talalay. A Harmony can 
top any configuration; here, Talalay is layered over a stable core.
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